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Maritime New Zealand
Nō te rere moana Aotearoa
Noˉ te rere moana Aotearoa accompanies te manaia –
the guardian – in our logo. Together, they reflect our role as
the caretaker of New Zealand’s flowing waters. They underpin
our mandate to make life at sea safer; to protect the maritime
environment from pollution and safeguard it for future generations;
to ensure New Zealand’s ports and ships are secure; and to
provide a search and rescue response service in one of the
largest search and rescue areas in the world.

Maritime New Zealand’s vision,
mission and values are its foundations.

Our vision
A maritime community that works and plays safely
and securely on clean waters.

Our mission
A professional, evidence-based, intelligence-led,
risk-focused regulatory, compliance and response agency.

Our values
Integrity | Commitment | Respect
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Castle Point Lighthouse is situated on the Wairarapa
Coast, about 70 kilometres east of Masterton. Close to the
Castlepoint township, it was known as the “holiday light”.
The Castle Point light was one of the last manned lights
to be established in New Zealand.

MARITIME NEW ZEALAND IDENTITY KIT

Identity kit

LOCATION

Latitude 40°54’ south,
longitude 176°14’ east

ELEVATION

52 metres above sea level

CONSTRUCTION

Cast iron tower

TOWER HEIGHT

23 metres

LIGHT CONFIGURATION

2nd order Fresnel lens, illuminated
by a 1,000 watt incandescent bulb

LIGHT FLASH CHARACTER

White light flashing 3 times every
30 seconds

POWER SOURCE

Mains electricity

RANGE

26 nautical miles (48 kilometres)

DATE LIGHT FIRST LIT

1913

AUTOMATED

1988

DE-MANNED

1988
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Our mission at Maritime NZ
is to lead and support the
maritime community to ensure
our seas and waterways are
safe, secure and clean – on
behalf of all New Zealanders.

With the vast majority of New Zealand’s imports and
exports transported by sea, we play a vital role in
enabling economic growth and development. A safe
and secure maritime environment is important for our
international reputation, and for both domestic and
global firms to have confidence operating in our waters.
We work closely with industry, among others, to
support the safe and successful maritime sector
that New Zealand relies so much upon.
Our core roles as the national maritime regulator are:
•

•

Regulation – we help develop and maintain the
safety, security and environmental protection
regulations that govern the operation of
vessels, ports and offshore installations in
New Zealand waters.
Compliance – we support, encourage and require
compliance by informing, educating, certifying
and auditing commercial operators and seafarers.
We also investigate incidents to hold people to
account, and understand the causes of safety and
environmental issues.

•

Response – our emergency response services
include search and rescue coordination for incidents
on land, sea and air; and readiness and response
capability for oil spills and non-oil spill incidents.
We also maintain coastal navigation aids, including
lighthouses, for shipping; and manage a marine radio
service for distress calls, and a network to detect
emergency locator beacon activations.

In all these areas our relationships with stakeholders
are paramount – including central and local government,
communities, Iwi and industry. This includes partnering
with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade to support
our Pacific neighbours through the Pacific Maritime
Safety Programme.
We also share expertise and resources with other
maritime authorities in Asia-Pacific, and around the
world. Our active role in the development of the
International Maritime Organization’s (IMO) Polar Code,
to address safety and environmental risks in the Polar
regions, is an example of our strong commitment to
the international environment.
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Within New Zealand our sector relationships have
deepened due to our close engagement during the
design and implementation of the Maritime Operator
Safety System (MOSS) for domestic commercial
operators, and through the introduction of the modern
seafarer certification (SeaCert) framework. We’ve
also implemented a safety awareness campaign for
the Health and Safety at Work Act; introduced a new
Integrated Maritime Incident Readiness and Response
Strategy; and refreshed, in partnership with regional
councils and port authorities, the Port and Harbour
Marine Safety Code.
We work in tandem with regional councils in providing
responders and training as part of a three-tier
readiness and response framework. International as
well as domestic experts are engaged for planning and
response to major incidents such as ship groundings
and oil spills.
Education continues to be critical in our efforts to
change safety behaviours. We encourage voluntary
compliance through the activities of our front-line staff
to inform and engage with operators, seafarers, and
recreational boaties, and through our guidance. We take
enforcement action when and where it is needed.
An on-going priority for us is the drive to increase the
capability of our people, systems and processes. We’re
further developing our ability to gather and analyse
intelligence across the sector, so we are increasingly
evidence-led and able to design targeted and effective
responses for identified and emerging risks.
These tailored interventions – to further improve safety,
security and environmental outcomes – range from
health and safety campaigns for high risk industries, to
broad cross-sector issues such as addressing fatigue
among those working at sea.
Success can often be measured simply in the level of
reduction. For example, we all benefit from the reducing
risk profile of our fleet of domestic vessels, or from the
decrease in fatalities and injuries among commercial
seafarers and recreational boaties.

Blair O’Keeffe
Chair
Maritime New Zealand
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In the recreational boating sector we will continue
to lead the delivery of an integrated, multi-agency
approach to reducing fatalities and improving safety
behaviours. We have improved the wear and carriage
rate of lifejackets, and are now broadening our
campaign to increase the number of boaties that carry
devices to communicate if in distress. The use of
technology and social media is an increasing part of
this work.
The effect of changes across the sector on what we
need to do here at Maritime NZ is being considered
closely as part of the full funding review already
underway for 2018–19. This comprehensive review is
taking a close look at our priorities and what is needed
in the future to fund the work we do – along with
ensuring transparency in how our levies and fees are
set for operators and seafarers.
With the bedding in of MOSS and SeaCert, our intention
over the next few years is to focus on regulatory
stewardship – proactively planning and implementing
the Maritime Rule changes needed to keep pace
with industry and sector developments, such as new
technological and design changes in shipping.
A key aim is to reduce the regulatory burden for
operators and make it as easy as possible to comply.
This is about the quality and clarity of regulation, not
reducing standards.
We will work to ensure our maritime sector continues
to make a valuable contribution to a resilient transport
system, that is able to respond quickly to any disruption.
We will continue to draw on the dedication of our people
to achieve this. This is reflected in our values: Integrity,
Commitment and Respect.
We will also further develop the relationships we have
with our partners and stakeholders to ensure our
activities remain well targeted and remain effective in
helping keep our seas and waterways safe, secure and
clean. All these efforts aim to maximise the contribution
the maritime sector makes to the social and economic
well-being of all New Zealanders.

Keith Manch
Director
Maritime New Zealand

Board statement
The structure and content of this Statement of Intent follows the general requirements set out in section
139 and section 141 of the Crown Entities Act 2004. The focus of the Statement of Intent is on public
accountability and providing a base against which our medium-term performance can be assessed.
The Authority acknowledges responsibility for the
information contained in this Statement of Intent,
which reflects the operations and strategic direction

of Maritime NZ for the period of 1 July 2018 to
30 June 2022. It considers future trends and potential
changes to our operating environment.

Signed on 31 May 2018.

Blair O’Keeffe
Chair
Maritime New Zealand

Belinda Vernon
Chair Audit and Risk Committee
Maritime New Zealand

Kylie Boyd
Authority Member
Maritime New Zealand

Peter Cowper
Authority Member
Maritime New Zealand

Janice Fredric
Authority Member
Maritime New Zealand
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We are the national
regulatory, compliance
and response agency
We are the national regulatory, compliance and response agency operating in the maritime sector for
the safety, security and environmental protection of maritime waters. We are a Crown entity and are
part of the wider transport system, as one of four Crown entities monitored by the Ministry of Transport.
We provide value for money services that enable and support the maritime sector to contribute to an efficient and
resilient transport system. We provide leadership through working collectively to improve safety and reduce fatalities
and injuries in both the commercial and recreational maritime sectors.
We were established in 1993 and have approximately 230 staff located throughout New Zealand including nine
regional offices; two offices in Wellington; the Rescue Coordination Centre New Zealand in Lower Hutt; and the
Marine Pollution Response Service in Te Atatu, Auckland.
Updated March 2015 MAR1053

DENTITY KIT
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Legislation that
supports our work

as set out in the International Ship and Port
Facility Security Code.
•

The legislation that supports our work is:
•

•

•

•

Crown Entities Act 2004: Establishes our
governance and operational framework, identifies
the powers and duties of board members,
and prescribes the Authority’s accountability
to government.
Maritime Transport Act 1994: Sets out our roles
and functions and describes the broad principles of
maritime law that apply in New Zealand waters. It
also provides for the Minister of Transport to make
maritime and marine environmental protection rules
detailing the specific standards and procedures that
the maritime community is expected to follow.
Health and Safety at Work Act 2015: Sets the
broad principles and standards for health and safety
in New Zealand workplaces. It recognises that a
well-functioning health and safety system relies
on participation, leadership, and accountability by
government, business and workers.
Maritime Security Act 2004: Sets out how
New Zealand will meet its obligations to prevent
international terrorism on board ships and in ports,

•

Ship Registration Act 1992: Provides for the
registration of ships under the New Zealand flag.
Hazardous Substances and New Organisms
Act 1996: Manages the risks that hazardous
substances and new organisms pose to the health
and safety of people and communities, and the
New Zealand environment.

Our health and safety
responsibilities
Maritime NZ is a designated agency under section 191
of the Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 (HSWA).
We perform all the functions and exercise all the powers
of the regulator under the Act in respect of:
•

work on board ships, and

•

ships as workplaces.

Our regulatory responsibilities and functions under
the HSWA are addressed alongside our Maritime
Transport Act responsibilities and functions, to make
it as easy as possible for operators to comply with the
complementary requirements of each Act.

Why we are here
We lead and support the maritime community to take responsibility for ensuring our seas are safe,
secure and clean, on behalf of all New Zealanders. We bring together our three key roles – regulation,
compliance and response – to drive and achieve three key outcomes for New Zealand:

SAFE

Our maritime
transport system
supports,
encourages and
requires strong
safety, security and
environmentally
responsible
standards and
behaviours

Our maritime
transport system
protects people
and goods from
unlawful actions
as they move
across domestic
and international
SECURE waters

CLEAN

Our maritime
environment
is clean and
protected

MARITIME NEW ZEALAND STATEMENT OF INTENT 2018–22
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New Zealand benefits when
our maritime environment is
safe, secure and clean
All of New Zealand benefits when our maritime environment is safe, secure and clean. To be effective
and efficient, New Zealand needs a maritime system from which everyone returns home safely; where no
security incidents impact on maritime activities; and where no adverse environmental impacts occur as a
result of maritime activities.
This underpins our vision of:
A maritime community that works and plays
safely and securely on clean waters
The way we work is as important as what we do.
Our mission is to be:
A professional, evidence-based,
intelligence-led, risk-focused regulatory,
compliance and response agency

10
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Our work is guided by our Compliance Operating
Model, which requires sound information, analysis,
and a comprehensive and systemic understanding
of the issues involved.
We aim to make life safer for all recreational and
commercial activities on the water. Coordinating major
maritime and aviation search and rescue responses,
leading New Zealand’s response to large oil spills, and
working to instil a safety culture within the maritime
community, are just some of the ways we achieve this.

The contribution the wider
maritime sector makes to
New Zealand is significant
New Zealanders value their maritime environment for social, economic, environmental and
cultural reasons.
It is popular for a wide range of recreational activities
such as swimming, fishing and boating. It supports
important economic activities including fishing,
hydrocarbon exploration, and extraction of mineral
deposits, tourism, and biotechnology, along with
transporting cargo.
•

•

•

The contribution the wider maritime sector makes
to New Zealand is significant: As an island nation
distant from its markets, New Zealand is almost
totally reliant on efficient international shipping to
carry our trade. Around 945 foreign vessels make
more than 2,750 visits to New Zealand shores and
around 5,000–6,000 calls into New Zealand ports
each year.
Environmentally, New Zealanders take a strong
interest in the way our surrounding oceans are used
and managed. The sea is an important part of our
lives both recreationally and culturally, and as a
source of food and income.
Domestically, around six million passengers per
annum rely on harbour ferries to get to work or go
on holiday.

•

Around 12 million tonnes of oil are transported
around our coast annually.

•

A fleet of around 1,500 commercial fishing vessels
relies on clean seas to generate $1.7 billion in annual
export earnings.

•

Each year around 390,000 people enjoy commercial
rafting and jet boat trips on our rivers and lakes.

•

Around 1,400 people are working in the offshore
oil sector.

•

More than one million people a year take to the water
in over 900,000 recreational craft.

•

The marine manufacturing sector is one of
New Zealand’s largest, with an annual turnover
of around $1.6 billion.

By working to ensure that maritime safety, security
and environmental protection become integral to the
way all these activities are conducted we help to reduce
the risk of costly incidents and accidents that harm our
communities’ economic, social and cultural interests.
This directly contributes to the Government’s transport
system objectives of safety, effectiveness, efficiency
and resilience.

MARITIME NEW ZEALAND STATEMENT OF INTENT 2018–22
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Advancing a safe, secure
and clean maritime
environment
To achieve our vision we work to influence, develop and maintain the international and national safety,
security, and environmental protection policies and regulations that govern the operation of all vessels,
ports, and offshore installations in New Zealand waters.
We are charged with regulating a diverse maritime
community, embracing everything from small
recreational craft through to the large ocean-going
vessels that carry New Zealand’s trade to the world,
as well as the offshore petroleum industry.
We develop policies and standards for maritime safety
and environmental protection, and monitor compliance
to enforce those standards. We work extensively with
our stakeholders to ensure sound understanding of
maritime regulatory requirements.

12
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Our response actions mean we plan and prepare for
incidents and maritime emergencies. We manage a
range of logistical resources needed to support our
operations. We also train people in our procedures
– both our own staff and those working for regional
authorities. We engage with a wide range of partner
organisations within New Zealand and internationally
to mutually advance capabilities.

The nature and scope
of our functions
We deliver regulation, compliance and response
Through our regulatory and compliance work, Maritime NZ seeks to address risks in the maritime
domain before they result in poor outcomes.
Our three key roles are:

REGULATION

COMPLIANCE

We influence at the international level by engaging
with international bodies (including the IMO) to ensure
New Zealand interests, and those of the search and
rescue region, are clearly represented and shape the
development of global maritime regulation in ways
that align with New Zealand’s economic, social and
environmental objectives.

Our Compliance Operating Model is one of our
key levers in ensuring that we are risk-focused and
evidence-based when supporting, encouraging and
requiring compliance with regulatory requirements.
We do this through the following activities:

We contribute to international agreements on common
safety, security and environmental protection standards
that are essential to protect the maritime environment,
and ensure the smooth functioning of international
shipping and trade. We translate the international
agreements New Zealand adopts into workable
domestic legislation.
We actively contribute to regulatory stewardship under
the auspices of the Government Regulatory Practice
(G-Reg) and we also seek to support and contribute to
G-Reg in the wider transport sector.
We undertake maritime domain assessments and
policy investigations to ensure our regulatory framework
remains relevant, robust and responsive.

•

Providing accessible and timely information,
education and assistance to the maritime community
to manage the risks they face; to support compliance
with their legal obligations; and to develop systems
they can use to manage risk.

•

Certifying seafarers and commercial maritime
operators, and registering ships.

•

Auditing operators and service providers such as ship
surveyors, and taking actions that encourage and
require compliance (improvement notices, imposing
conditions, detentions).

•

Investigating incidents and applying learnings, to
prevent them happening again.

•

Enforcing the regulations to hold people to account
for their actions.

We advise on and implement 40 Maritime Rules and
28 Marine Protection Rules, including a large number
that give effect to more than 30 maritime and marine
protection international conventions and protocols
adopted by New Zealand.
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We manage the development, maintenance and
delivery of national maritime incident response
services across our internationally agreed area
of responsibility (Navigation Area XIV and the
New Zealand Search and Rescue Region).
We provide a national land, sea and air search and
rescue coordination service and we are ready to
respond 24-hours-a-day, 365 days of the year.
We lead New Zealand’s responses to significant
maritime incidents and emergencies, including
oil spills.
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•

We oversee the maritime industry and regional
council marine pollution readiness and response
capabilities, and delivery of national level capability.

•

We maintain New Zealand’s coastal navigation aids
to shipping (principally coastal lights), the national
maritime distress and safety radio service, and an
emergency distress beacon detection and location
capability for land, sea and air.

•

Our search and rescue region covers one of the
largest search and rescue areas in the world
extending from the mid-Tasman Sea, halfway to
Chile, and from the South Pole, almost up to the
Equator (indicated in the map above).

Aligning our work
How we operate
To help drive and achieve our vision, we have developed four strategic ‘pivots’. These describe
how we will deliver our outputs, our on-going strategic work programme, and core functions to
achieve our strategic goals. They also shape the way we work and interact with those we regulate
and provide services to.
Our pivots are:

Increase our influence in
the international regulatory
environment
This requires a focus on how we
maximise the impact of our international
work, and how we link up domestically to
support that work.

Enhance our facilitation
and leadership role within
the maritime sector
This requires a focus on a ‘whole of
system’ approach, and maintaining and
enhancing stakeholder relationships with
the sector and with other agencies.

Minimise the regulatory
and compliance burden,
ensuring an effective and value for money
regulatory environment, and enabling a
greater maritime industry contribution to
New Zealand’s economic objectives.
This requires a strong focus on
understanding the maritime sector
and its place in the economy.

Make it easy for regulated
parties to do the right thing
This requires us to ensure processes are
as user friendly as possible – by putting
ourselves in the ‘shoes’ of the end user.

MARITIME NEW ZEALAND STATEMENT OF INTENT 2018–22
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Our strategic framework
Our strategic framework, including our vision, key goals and strategic pivots, informs our broad work programme
to deliver the outcome of a safe, secure, and clean maritime environment.

VISION A maritime community that works
and plays safely and securely on
clean waters

WHY
HOW

SAFE

Our maritime
transport system
supports,
encourages
and requires
strong safety,
security and
environmentally
responsible
standards and
behaviours

SECURE

WHAT

Increase our international
influence in the
regulatory environment

Minimise the
regulatory and
compliance burden

Regulation
that is
relevant
and robust

A resultsdriven, resilient
organisation,
working
collaboratively
for success

16
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Output Class 1
Influencing the
policy environment
for the maritime
sector

Output Class 2
Maritime Safety and
Protection Services

The table below shows the links and alignment between our system outcomes, strategic goals and outputs,
overlaid by our strategic pivots that show how we work.

MISSION A professional, evidence-based,
intelligence-led, risk-focused
regulatory, compliance and
response agency

Our maritime
transport
system
protects
people and
goods from
unlawful
actions as they
move across
domestic and
international
waters

CLEAN

Enhance our facilitation
and leadership role within
the maritime sector

Risk-focused,
responsive
compliance practices
that reduce harm in
the maritime system

Output Class 3
Marine Pollution
Response Services

Our maritime
environment
is clean and
protected

DESIRED
MARITIME
SYSTEM
OUTCOMES
STRATEGIC
PIVOTS
STRATEGIC
GOALS

Make it easy for
regulated parties to
do the right thing

Response capability
that is well prepared
and effectively
deployed to resolve
emergency incidents

Output Class 4
Search and Rescue
Coordination
Services

Output Class 5
Maritime Incident
Response Capability
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Our working environment
The maritime sector in New Zealand is complex and diverse, and the maritime industry is a major
contributor to, and enabler of, the national economy. We aim to ensure our maritime sector continues
to contribute to a resilient transport system that is able to respond quickly to any disruption. We will
continue to draw on the dedication of our people and the strength of our networks to achieve this.
The role played by us supports those who work and
play on New Zealand waters. This includes operators
of commercial cargo vessels, passenger ferries, fishing
vessels, charter boats, offshore mining installations, jet
boat tourism operators, and recreational boaties.

design of vessels, seafaring practices, or attitudes and
behaviours when out on the water.
Security standards – including close adherence to the
International Ship and Port Facility Security Code – help
prevent unlawful acts; enabling New Zealand’s ability to
trade with other countries.

A maritime transport system that makes safety
an integral part of the way diverse business and
recreational activities are conducted, results in good
decision making by companies, groups and individuals
about all aspects of maritime activity – whether it be the

A clean marine environment that is protected from
pollution contributes to New Zealand’s economic
and social prosperity – helping protect the viability of
commercial fishing, water-based outdoor and adventure
tourism, and recreational boating activities.

Participants in the maritime environment
The maritime sector is primarily made up of the private
sector, although a number of local authorities have
an ownership interest in their local ports, and these

arrangements are likely to continue. The table below
shows our roles within these sectors and provides a list
of activities within each sector.
NONCOMMERCIAL
BOATING

COMMERCIAL SECTORS

FOREIGN
SHIPPING

NZ
INTERNATIONAL
SAFETY
MANAGEMENT*

DOMESTIC
FISHING

DOMESTIC
PASSENGER/
NONPASSENGER

DOMESTIC
OUTDOOR
AND
ADVENTURE

OFFSHORE

PORTS AND
HARBOURS

RECREATIONAL
BOATING

EXAMPLE INDUSTRY TYPES:
Powered craft
Foreign
Transport Services

Domestic Coastal
Transport Services

• cargo transport

• passenger/
freight

Marine Fishing

Intra-regional
Transport Services

Water-based
Tourism

Petroleum,
Gas and Mineral

Commercial
Port Services

• charter services

• rafting

• exploration

• piloting

• water taxis

• jet boating

• extraction &
production

• harbour master

• line fishing

• passenger
cruises

• coastal (traders,
tankers, research)

• fish trawling
• aquaculture
• kayaking

• stevedoring
• decommissioning

Non-powered
craft

• river boarding

*
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New Zealand International Safety Management (ISM) refers to NZ flagged ships that operate under the ISM code. Typically, they
are large (45 metres) passenger and cargo ships that are able to travel internationally but elect to operate only on NZ’s coast.
Sector includes ships that hold either SOLAS certificates or NZ Ship Safety Certificates because they are required to comply with
the ISM code and to be audited by Maritime NZ
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The expectations of the
Government and Minister
of Transport
Transport is critical to achieving the transformation
necessary to enable all who live in New Zealand to
achieve their full potential and support a growing
economy. The Minister is seeking a strong contribution
from all transport sector Crown entities to achieve:
•

Liveable cities and thriving regions so that people
and businesses are able to connect to social and
economic opportunities.

•

A resilient transport system that is able to respond
quickly to disruptions.

•

A safe transport system that keeps people
increasingly free of injuries and death.

To drive this, Crown entities are expected to:
•

Work together to ensure transport modes
complement each other.

•

Make decisions taking into account the impacts
on individuals, families, communities, businesses
and the natural environment.

•

Collaborate across local and central government
to have the greatest impact.

•

Make efficient use of existing resources in
achieving outcomes.

We will:
•

Provide leadership in reducing the number of deaths
and injuries in the maritime sector.

•

Maintain a focus on ensuring the services we provide
are consistent with a productive, safe and efficient
maritime sector.

•

Work closely with the sector in relation to our
funding review and on-going funding regime – being
transparent and benchmarking to demonstrate value
for money.

•

Partner with the Ministry of Transport and other
agencies on regulatory stewardship and the
rules programme.

International expectations
What occurs in the international environment impacts
significantly on safety, security and environmental
outcomes in New Zealand. Safe, clean and efficient
shipping is essential to New Zealand’s future sustainable
economic growth.
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) plays a
key role as the global standard-setting regulator for
the safety, security and environmental performance of
international shipping. Its main purpose is to create a
regulatory framework for the shipping industry that is
fair and effective, universally adopted and universally
implemented. International standards set at the IMO
also enhance the safety of mariners and passengers.

MARITIME NEW ZEALAND STATEMENT OF INTENT 2018–22
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We are active in this forum, which enables New Zealand
to benefit from the international best practice of 172
Member States. Our participation includes sharing
expertise and resources with other maritime authorities
in Asia-Pacific, including on matters such as Port State
Control and regional security. This enables New Zealand
to efficiently and safely get products and people to
market, while also protecting our marine environment.
We will also continue to play a significant role in the
Government’s Pacific Maritime Safety Programme,
in partnership with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
Trade. This aims to improve maritime safety through
systemic improvements to local maritime regimes and
enhancement of local response capabilities, along with
safety awareness programmes delivered in partnership
with local government stakeholders.

The changing maritime
industry
We recognise there are challenges ahead as industry
continues to push the boundaries of what is possible,
and the flow-on effects have wide-ranging implications
to our operating environment, including:
•

Autonomous vessels.

•

Innovations in supply chain management.

•

The ability of vessels to explore and extract resources
in areas that were previously inaccessible.

•

The shipping industry introducing larger ships with
deeper drafts in an effort to improve efficiency.

•

Reducing operating costs to maintain profitability.

To anticipate and respond to our changing environment
we will:
•

Focus on regulatory stewardship – proactively
planning and implementing the Maritime Rule
changes needed to:
––

––
•

––

––

20

––

––

Ensure we have the capacity and capability to lead
and support efficient and effective responses to
incidents that may jeopardise
the safety and security of New Zealanders
and our marine environment.

We regularly review our funding by undertaking a full
review of levies, fees, and Crown funding every six
years, with mid-point reviews in accordance with the
Office of the Auditor General and Treasury guidelines.
We will work closely with the sector in relation to our
funding review and on-going funding regime – being
transparent and adopting benchmarking to demonstrate
value for money.
A key goal of the funding review is to set levies and fees
in a way that allows Maritime NZ to recover its costs. In
achieving this goal, we aim to set levies and fees that
meet the following objectives:
•

Promotes maritime safety, security and environmental
protection. Our legislative mandate under the
Maritime Transport Act 1994, Maritime Security Act
2004 and Health and Safety at Work Act 2015 is
at the forefront of our activities, so costs should be
recovered in ways that are consistent with these
statutory objectives.

•

Encourages industry participants to compete, invest
and innovate. This requires levies and fees to be
set in a way that encourages the maritime safety,
security and environmental protection system to
be used whenever the value of using the system
outweighs the cost. More specifically, this objective
would weigh against charging approaches that
create a compliance burden without an offsetting
safety, security or environmental protection, or
efficiency gain.

•

Is practical and stable over time. This requires
that levies and fees are set and changed at regular
intervals and in a manner that does not create
uncertainty in the industry or for the regulator.

Respond to the safety, security and environmental
risks that we need to address, through supporting,
encouraging and requiring compliance.
Tailor our compliance strategies to positively
influence the factors that drive safety, attitudes
and behaviour.
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Maintain a strong focus on professional
development within Maritime NZ through our
contribution to system-wide capability initiatives –
providing our people with challenging, rewarding
and satisfying career opportunities.

To perform our functions we receive funding from
multiple sources, including the Crown and industry.
We will continue to make efficient use of resources to
achieve our outcomes, and discharge our statutory
functions. Where new functions and operational activity
is taken on we will ensure an appropriate funding source
is in place.

Reduce the regulatory burden for operators.

Support and promote economic development
– high standards of safety and security within
the maritime system provide a tangible
economic benefit.

Be proactive, intelligence-led, and risk-based; and
take proportionate action through our Compliance
Operating Model to make it
easy for people to do the right thing.

Sustainable funding

Keep pace with industry and sector
developments, such as new technological
and design changes in shipping.

Ensure we are a high-performing, agile organisation
that can:
––

––

Delivering on our
vision and outcomes
Supporting safe, secure and clean waters requires on-going focus, engagement and vigilance. We are
committed to continually improving our systems and processes. This includes a greater focus on the way
in which we engage with the sector and how we communicate our regulatory requirements. Our strategic
work programme is focused on developing the capability of our people, and ensuring that our regulatory,
compliance and response systems and processes are fit-for-purpose.

Our strategic goals
outline where we are
concentrating our efforts
We engage in activities that collectively support,
encourage and require all maritime sector participants
to demonstrate safety, security and environmentally
responsible standards and behaviours.

our impact at this level is critical to ensuring that our
activities are directed appropriately and where they
can make most difference over time.
We also monitor aspects of our collective internal
organisational capability since this also contributes
to our ability to positively impact on those we regulate.
Collectively, these impacts allow us to demonstrate
our contribution to a maritime environment that is safe,
secure and clean.

We work closely with a range of stakeholders to help
us sustain and widen our level of influence. Monitoring
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We collaborate to
achieve outcomes
We cannot achieve our vision and mission without the
support of others. We actively seek opportunities to
work with other agencies and partner organisations at
international, national and local levels. Our engagement
with the wider maritime community is based on being
open, transparent, fair and reasonable.
We are committed to continually improving our systems
and processes, taking a whole of system approach. Our
collaboration with other agencies reflects the breadth of
our interests across transport, health and safety, oil and
gas, central and local government, search and rescue,
security and international domains; and is crucial to our
effectiveness in achieving our impact and outcomes.
An example of our collaborative approach is our work in
recreational boating, to promote safe practices through
education and safety awareness campaigns. The
New Zealand Safer Boating Forum includes members
from the Coastguard, Water Safety New Zealand, regional
councils, New Zealand Police, ACC, and recreational
boating groups such as sea kayakers, as well as
Maritime NZ.

22
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THE CHARITY SAVING LIVES AT SEA
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The
measurement
for these indicators
is presented on
page 31 Measuring
the contribution
we are making

Strategic Goal 1:
Regulation that is relevant and robust

RELEVANT
MEANS:

ROBUST
MEANS:

•

Fit-for-purpose, focused on the
degree of potential risk

•

Current, in step with economic,
social and technological
developments

•

Acknowledges industry needs,
readily understood and easy to
apply, and supports behavioural
change

•

Internationally credible with maritime
agencies and governments

•

Durable, but can adapt to changing
needs

•

Evidence-based, developed through
rigorous processes

Robust and relevant regulation establishes
internationally credible clear standards based
on rigorous development and supporting
evidence. By monitoring the on-going
performance and condition of our regulatory
system, and the regulatory environment in which
we operate, our regulation remains relevant
to the New Zealand context. It means we are
more able to adapt to changes in the maritime
environment and the behaviour of commercial
and recreational participants.
Our regulatory stewardship ensures that our
regulation is geared to the degree of risk posed
by different maritime activities and is transparent
and easy to apply.

OUR DESIRED IMPACTS ARE:
•

•

•

•
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Our international engagement ensures global regulation aligns with
New Zealand’s interests.
Our policy advice ensures maritime safety, security and marine environmental
protection regulation is fit-for-purpose.
Government initiatives are informed by an awareness of maritime safety, security
and marine environmental protection interests.
We continually assess our performance to inform and improve regulation and
compliance practice that meets regulatory stewardship expectations.
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The
measurement
for these indicators
is presented on
page 31 Measuring
the contribution
we are making

Strategic Goal 2:
Risk-focused, responsive compliance
practices that reduce harm
in the maritime system
RISKFOCUSED
MEANS:

RESPONSIVE
MEANS:

•

Targeted and proportionate to
sector/operator risks

•

Exercising sound judgment in
applying the right regulatory tools
at the right time

•

Putting emphasis on prevention
of harm

•

Based on a problem-solving
approach

•

Acknowledging industry business
drivers, but not dictated by them

•

Consistent and reliable
engagement, without unnecessary
transaction costs

Predictive, risk-focused, responsive compliance
practices enable us to recognise the diversity of
the sectors we regulate; and target our resources
and activities to focus on preventing harm and to
address varying risks between different sectors
and operators. In practice this means we adopt a
problem-solving approach, based on increasingly
detailed understandings of the factors that shape
the operations and behaviours of those we
regulate. We also apply a range of interventions;
selecting the strategies and tools that increase
the likelihood of compliance by different sectors,
groups and individuals.
Our effectiveness also depends on being seen
as a professional, credible agency that is fair and
appropriate. It is important that we design and
implement consistent and reliable compliance
processes that are informed by an understanding
of circumstances of the maritime sector, and
do not impose undue complexity or cost on
the sector.

OUR DESIRED IMPACTS ARE:
•

•

•

•

Our compliance strategies and campaigns support, encourage and
require commercial operators to take responsibility for the safety of their
maritime operations.
Our national and local recreational boating campaigns promote a safety culture
that leads to a positive behavioural change.
We identify risk themes within specific maritime sectors to better target
compliance interventions.
Competent capable people are working in the maritime industry.
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The
measurement
for these indicators
is presented on
page 31 Measuring
the contribution
we are making

Strategic Goal 3:
Response capability that is well
prepared, integrated and effectively
deployed to resolve emergency incidents
WELL
PREPARED
MEANS:

•

Resources are in readiness in a
timely way

•

Comprehensive, multi-layered
capability that can be deployed
flexibly

•

Coordinated between the
different Maritime NZ functions
and across central and local
government agencies, nongovernment and international
partners

INTEGRATED
MEANS:
•

Contributing as appropriate
to risk-reduction, readiness,
response and recovery (4Rs)

Well prepared, integrated and deployed response
capability enables us to respond to maritime incidents
and emergencies, including oil spills. We also undertake
search and rescue coordination action to find and
rescue people who are lost or in imminent danger
through their land, sea or air activities. We provide the
public with safety information through communications
and navigational aids.
To ensure we are well prepared for emergency
response we maintain response resources and
specialist equipment; ensure staff are appropriately
trained; and that we have clear agreements and
procedures in place to guide and coordinate our
work during a response – both internally, and with
key partners in central and local government, nongovernment organisations and internationally.

OUR DESIRED IMPACTS ARE:
•

•

•

•
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Our fit-for-purpose integrated maritime incident response system provides
effective readiness and response services for national maritime incidents,
minimising social, environmental and economic harm.
We operate an efficient and effective national search and rescue coordination
service within an integrated search and rescue system (jointly with NZSAR
Secretariat and NZ Police) which takes full advantage of modern technology to
save lives.
We have a comprehensive pollution preparedness and response service that
minimises the environmental and economic impact of any oil spill.
We have an internationally linked, intelligence-led security system that assures
protection for all in New Zealand’s maritime area of responsibility to manage
threats before they eventuate.
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The
measurement
for these indicators
is presented on
page 31 Measuring
the contribution
we are making

Strategic Goal 4:
A results-driven and resilient organisation,
working collaboratively for success
RESULTSDRIVEN
MEANS:

RESILIENT
MEANS:

•

Drawing on a robust
evidence base and collective
organisational experience for
greater impact

•

Working constructively with
sector, Government and
international bodies to achieve
shared outcomes

•

Delivering value for money in all
our processes

•

Developing people capability to
adapt to changing business needs

•

Having sustainable funding and
business models

•

Being resolute in taking action to
improve maritime safety, security
and environmental protection

The quality of our organisational capability enables
us to build and sustain the skills, structures and
systems necessary to operate cohesively, and connect
with Government partners and sector stakeholders,
nationally and internationally. To perform our core role
as a regulatory, compliance and response agency, we
need a transparent strategy that is evidence-informed,
risk-based, responsive, and proportionate to the risks
or harms being managed.
We will continue to maintain and develop our
capability through the development and management
of information resources, financial assets, efficient
integrated business processes and systems, and
the commitment, leadership and competence of
our people.

OUR DESIRED IMPACTS ARE:
•
•

•

•

We have an integrated information base that supports quality decision-making.
We are a resilient, healthy, capable organisation, with people who are valued
and enabled to sustainably deliver high quality regulatory, compliance and
response services.
We collaborate with other agencies to share resources and build capability that
improves government services.
Our business processes drive better service making use of technology to minimise
regulatory burden.
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Our outputs outline
the activities we are
undertaking
Everything we do impacts on our effectiveness as a
regulatory, compliance and response agency. All of
our activities influence the behaviours of those we
regulate and rescue. They also support our ability to
work with our key Government partners, industry and
the recreational sector to achieve our goals. The quality
of what we deliver is directly within our control and
therefore critical to our success. As a result, we monitor
our operational performance on a regular basis by

tracking our ‘effort’ (through quantity, quality
and timeliness indicators), and its immediate
short-term impact.
Operational performance measures are presented
in Maritime NZ’s Statement of Performance
Expectations and are renewed annually. Progress
against these output measures is reported through
Maritime NZ’s quarterly reports to the Minister of
Transport and in Maritime NZ’s Annual Report. We also
monitor aspects of our organisational capability at a
more detailed level and report progress internally.
The scope of our work is delivered across five
output classes:

Output class 1: Influencing the policy environment for the maritime sector

Output class 2: Maritime safety and marine protection services

Output class 3: Marine Pollution Response Service

Output class 4: Search and rescue coordination services

Output class 5: Maritime incident response capability

Our measures tell our
performance story
We measure our progress towards the outputs, impacts
and outcomes we are seeking through a variety of
measures and key performance indicators outlined in
Appendix Two.
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Our organisational
health and capability
“Our values of integrity, commitment and respect guide and drive an organisational culture dedicated
to making a positive difference in respect to the maritime safety and environmental outcomes we are
mandated to achieve.”

Governance and leadership
We are governed by a five-member Board (Authority),
appointed by the Minister of Transport under the
Maritime Transport Act 1994 (MTA). The objective of
the Authority is to undertake its safety, security, marine
protection, and other functions in a way that contributes
to the aim of achieving an integrated, safe, responsive,
and sustainable transport system.
The Authority determines the overall strategy of the
organisation and appoints our Director, who has
statutory functions under section 439 of the MTA, and
as Chief Executive is responsible for managing the
day-to-day operations of our organisation.
A governance model and structure is in place to deliver
our People Capability Strategy as a key enabler of the
organisation’s strategic plan. The strategy clearly defines
the organisation’s direction under four key goal areas
which align with our values:
•

Being ‘a leader in health and safety’.

•

Having ‘the right people capability’.

•

Having ‘valued and engaged people’.

•

‘A shared culture that lives our values and delivers
our purpose’.

Health and safety
We aim to be a leader in health and safety in the
maritime sector. Health and safety is a key goal in
our People Capability Strategy. It is included as a core
component of the organisation’s internal culture. Our
Health and Safety Committee provides organisationwide health and safety focus and oversight.

Capability
Progress towards our goals is dependent on our
organisational capability. We rely on highly qualified and
experienced specialist staff to deliver a wide range of
functions. We actively monitor and implement a range
of people capability initiatives as part of, and to support,
the organisation’s wider strategic work programme.

Organisational health and
capability measurement
Organisational health and capability measures are
monitored on a regular basis to ensure Maritime NZ is
sustaining and improving its performance and capability
to achieve our intentions towards being a healthy,
capable organisation, with people who are valued and
are enabled to sustainably deliver high quality regulatory,
compliance and response services.

Staff engagement
We regularly participate in an external, independent
staff engagement survey. The results assist teams,
groups and the organisation as a whole to identify
actions required, with progress towards achieving
these being monitored on an on-going basis.
Staff engagement is one of our four core areas of focus
to achieving a resilient, healthy, capable organisation
that values and energises its people. We are committed
to a work environment where staff feel supported and
valued for their contribution. Our aim is for staff to feel
their views are respected and listened to, and know
how their role contributes to Maritime NZ’s success.

Equal employment
opportunities
We are committed to the principles and practice of
equal opportunity. These are reflected in good employer
policies and programmes. The organisation seeks to
foster an inclusive organisational culture within its broad
and diverse work environment.
We are committed to promoting a culture in which
all people, whatever their gender, ethnic or social
background, sexual orientation or role, are valued
and treated equitably and with respect. Appointments
are based on merit to ensure fairness in employment
for all people.
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Consultation and reporting
to the Minister
As a Crown agency, our strategies and work
programmes contribute to the Minister of Transport’s
key priorities. We consult with and report to the Minister
of Transport on a regular basis in a number of ways
including the Authority Chair and Director of Maritime NZ
providing the Minister with regular reports. These cover:

•

Progress against the Statement of
Performance Expectations.

•

Risks and issues that may affect performance
and organisational capability.

•

Financial management.

•

Other matters as agreed with the Minister.

Managing our risks
Managing risk is integral to Maritime NZ being
a professional, evidence-based, intelligenceled, risk-focused regulatory, compliance and
response agency.
Risk is a necessary and unavoidable part of our
work. Effective risk management is essential if we
are to reduce uncertainty over the achievement of
our objectives, and strengthen the leadership and
management of our organisation.
Maritime NZ operates an enterprise-wide approach to
risk management where the day-to-day responsibility
occurs at strategic, operational business group, and
team level. This risk management strategy is based
on the best practice Australia/New Zealand Risk
Management Standard (AS/NZS ISO 31000:2009).
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The principles on which our Enterprise Risk
Management Framework are based are:
•

Maritime NZ’s capacity and credibility, to produce
the required outcomes, will not be compromised
by risks that are not identified, and managed to
the extent possible.

•

We consider all sources of risk, both internal
and external.

•

Enterprise Risk Management is a key component
of Maritime NZ governance arrangements.

CLEAN
SECURE

SAFE

Measuring the contribution
we are making
We are committed to delivering a New Zealand
maritime community that works and plays safely
and securely on clean waters. To understand the
contribution we are making as New Zealand’s
maritime regulatory, compliance and response
agency, we monitor three levels of performance:

System level performance
The performance of the overall maritime system
depends on a range of dynamic and complex
interactions and factors. New Zealanders expect us

System
Outcomes

to lead the maritime sector to better understand and
manage risks, and to minimise the impact of maritime
harms on people, our environment and the economy.
We recognise, however, that while we can continue to
drive improvements in the maritime sector’s accident
record, the inherent risks of many commercial and
recreational activities are such that it is unrealistic to
expect to eliminate all accidents.
The targets and performance indicators we have set,
therefore, take this reality into account. To this end,
we developed the following indicators and targets
to monitor the safety, security and cleanliness of our
maritime system.

Desired trend

Indicator

Target

The average annual rate of
maritime fatalities and serious
injuries consistently trends
downwards over time

Annual rate of maritime
fatalities and harms for
each maritime sector
per 100,000 NZ population
(lag indicator1)

Reduce maritime
sector fatalities and
serious harm injuries
by 25% by 2021

The New Zealand maritime
system is recognised as
secure by key trading partners

Annual number of security
incidents reported in
New Zealand waters2
(lag indicator)

No security incidents3
are reported in
New Zealand waters

The number of pollution
incidents impacting on our
marine environment reduces
over time

Annual number of oil
spill incidents reported
in New Zealand waters
(lag indicator)

Reduce oil spill
incidents by 15%
by 2021

1

Lag indicator – provides information about performance over a past or ‘elapsed’ period of time.

2

The security of New Zealand’s maritime system is challenging to monitor because security breaches are difficult to predict and
actual failures only tend to be observable in retrospect. Maritime NZ has chosen one high-level ‘system’ lag indicator to provide
a picture of past security performance (i.e. number of security incidents reported by ports and offshore industry bodies).

3

This target refers to incidents that meet the threshold of an incident as defined in the Maritime Security Act. Note that ports and
industry report minor security incidents (e.g. protests) annually to Maritime NZ, but none of these have met the threshold of a
security incident as defined in the Act.
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Strategic performance
We have identified several impacts aligned to our strategic goals that help us achieve our key outcomes of safe,
secure and clean. Indicators of our progress against these impacts are:
Impact

Indicator

Regulation that
is relevant
and robust
Our international engagement ensures global
regulation aligns with New Zealand’s interests4
Our policy advice ensures maritime safety, security
and marine environmental protection regulation is
fit-for-purpose
Government initiatives are informed by an
awareness of maritime safety, security and marine
environmental protection interests
We continually assess our performance to inform
and improve regulation and compliance practice
that meets regulatory stewardship expectations

•

Prioritised contribution at international meetings and fora, where we
can influence international outcomes to reflect New Zealand’s interests

•

The transport regulatory programme5 is appropriately prioritised to
ensure regulation is fit-for-purpose

•

Our engagement and policy advice improves external stakeholders’
understanding of safety, security and environmental protection interests

•

By applying good regulatory stewardship, the effectiveness and
efficiency of rules and regulations will improve over time6

Risk-focused, responsive
compliance practices
that reduce harm in the
maritime system
Our compliance strategies and campaigns
support, encourage and require commercial
operators to take responsibility for the safety of
their maritime operations

•

A reducing risk profile across commercial operators and vessels
over time

•

Safety equipment is increasingly carried and used appropriately by
recreational boaties over time

•

An increasing proportion of survey respondents report positive attitudes
and changes in behaviour as a result of safety messages

We identify risk themes within specific maritime
sectors to better target compliance interventions

•

A reducing number of reported incidents within specific maritime
sectors over time

Competent capable people are working in the
maritime industry

•

All commercial vessels are crewed by people holding the appropriate
certification

Our national and local recreational boating
campaigns promote a safety culture that leads to
a positive behavioural change
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4

Maritime NZ assesses the issues and focus of international discussion and prioritises contributions that will best progress
New Zealand’s interest. Contribution includes: prioritised attendance at meetings, submissions, co-sponsoring of papers,
and engagement with other like-minded countries and agencies.

5

The regulatory programme includes development of rules and policy investigations, as negotiated and agreed with the
Minister of Transport. Evidence of this negotiation will provide data for reporting against this indicator.

6

Maritime NZ will apply the Government’s Expectations for Good Regulatory Practice (which is available on
www.treasury.govt.nz/regulation/expectations) to all its reviews of rules and regulations.
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Impact

Indicator

Response capability that is
well prepared, integrated
and effectively deployed to
resolve emergency incidents
Our fit-for-purpose integrated maritime incident
response system provides effective readiness
and response services for national maritime
incidents, minimising social, environmental and
economic harm
We operate an efficient and effective national
search and rescue coordination service within an
integrated search and rescue system (jointly with
NZSAR Secretariat and NZ Police) which takes full
advantage of modern technology to save lives
We have a comprehensive pollution preparedness
and response service that minimises the
environmental and economic impact of any
oil spill
We have an internationally linked, intelligence-led
security system that assures protection for all in
New Zealand’s maritime area of responsibility to
manage threats before they eventuate

•

The Maritime Incident Response Team element of Maritime NZ’s
Response Capability Matrix (set out in Appendix One) is reported as
amber or better with any remedial action plans in place

•

The Search and Rescue element of Maritime NZ’s Response Capability
Matrix is reported as amber or better with any remedial action plans
in place

•

The Marine Pollution Response Service element of Maritime NZ’s
Response Capability Matrix is reported as amber or better with any
remedial action plans in place

•

The Security element of Maritime NZ’s Response Capability Matrix is
reported as amber or better with any remedial action plans in place

A results-driven and
resilient organisation,
working collaboratively
for success
We have an integrated information base that
supports quality decision-making

•

Internal access, use and integration of core information holdings to
support decision making increases over time

We are a resilient, healthy, capable organisation,
with people who are valued and enabled to
sustainably deliver high quality regulatory,
compliance and response services

•

We compare favourably to the wider public sector for:

We collaborate with other agencies to share
resources and build capability that improves
government services

•

Maritime NZ is regarded as a valued partner acting proactively
and collaboratively in its cross-agency/sector/all-of-government
participation efforts/engagements

•

An increasing proportion of sector stakeholders rate the timeliness and
ease of interactions with Maritime NZ as very good or excellent

•

We increasingly make use of technology and information internally to
deliver services

Our business processes drive better service
making use of technology to minimise regulatory
burden

•

staff engagement

•

staff retention
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Operational performance

Reporting our performance

Understanding and continuously improving the quality
of our core activities and the services we deliver through
the cost of outputs, organisational health and capability,
and our quality, assurance and risk programmes. The
level of performance (targets) we aim to achieve over
the next 12 months is included in our Statement of
Performance Expectations (SPE).

Our Authority works collaboratively to set the strategic
direction of the organisation, working with management
to deliver on our strategic goals. This effective
governance means we are better placed to deliver
on our commitments in leading and supporting the
maritime community.
We will report on our performance in the following way:

For more information about our operational performance
please refer to our website www.maritimenz.govt.nz/
about/performance-expectations/ for a copy of the
2018–19 SPE.
Description
Outcomes
Impacts

Document

Cost of Outputs

Reporting to

SOI

Minister

Annual Report

Ministry of Transport

SOI

Safety statistics

Minister

Annual Report

Survey information

Ministry of Transport

Project plan
implementation

Minister

Key
Programmes
Statements of
Performance

Measures

SPE
Supplementary
Report

Quantity

Annual Report

Timeliness

SPE
Supplementary
Report

Financial ($)

Quality

Ministry of Transport
Minister
Ministry of Transport

Minister
Ministry of Transport

Frequency
Annually

Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

Quarterly

Annual Report
Minister

Organisational
Health and
Capability

SOI
Annual Report

Indicators of our human
resources capability and
staff engagement

Ministry of Transport
Director

Quarterly

Authority

Quality
Assurance
and Risk
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SOI
Annual Report
Maritime NZ’s Risk
Framework

Director
Reporting against risk
registers
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Authority
Audit and Risk Committee

Monthly
Quarterly

Appendices
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Appendix One: Maritime NZ’s Response Capability Matrix
– Assessment matrix descriptors
Maritime NZ’s Response Capability Matrix captures information about its overall response capability across five key
elements. The capability of each element is assessed, on a six-monthly basis, against a range of criteria to determine
an overall rating. Assessments are reported to Maritime NZ’s Audit and Risk Committee. Maritime NZ is striving to
sustain overall response capability as amber or higher over the term of the Statement of Intent and beyond.

MARITIME INCIDENT RESPONSE TEAM

MARINE POLLUTION RESPONSE SERVICE

Capable of responding fully to a maritime incident:

Capable of responding to a national oil spill:

•

National exercise held every four years

•

Regional and national responders fully trained to meet risk

•

Responders fully trained to identified competencies

•

•

Minimum of four exercises undertaken each year

Minimum number of industry/regional and national
exercises undertaken

•

Rena recommendations (where appropriate) fully
implemented

•

Equipment stockpiles Fit for Role (FFR)

•

Regulatory obligations met

Able to respond to a maritime incident but lacking in
specific areas of competency:

Able to respond to a national oil spill
but lacking in some areas:

•

National exercise being developed, planning and
coordination underway for exercise

•

Responder capability competencies identified and
appropriate training being developed

•

Responder competencies identified and appropriate
training being developed

•

Industry/regional and national exercises being developed,
planning and co-ordination underway for exercise

•

High priority training completed with some responders

•

•

Rena recommendations (where appropriate) partially
implemented

Equipment stockpiles maintained but some shortfalls in
equipment holdings against capability plan

•

Regulatory obligations partially met

Not capable of effectively responding
to a maritime incident:
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Not capable of effectively responding
to a national oil spill:

•

No national exercises held

•

Responder capability limited in numbers and competency

•

Responder competencies not identified therefore no
training in place

•

Regional exercises not meeting criteria. No industry or
national exercises undertaken or planned

•

Rena recommendations (where appropriate) not
implemented

•

Major deficiencies in equipment, hampering response
capability
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SEARCH AND RESCUE

SECURITY

RESPONSE COORDINATION

Fully capable of responding
efficiently and effectively to all SAR
incidents in the NZ Search and
Rescue Region (NZSRR):

Fully capable of responding to a
maritime security incident:

Full integration of response
components:

•

National SAR plan in place

•

•

Standard operating procedures
in place

Maritime NZ fully connected to the
New Zealand Intelligence Community

•

Full response capability in
accordance with Maritime Security
Plan

•

•

Memoranda of understanding with
national SAR resource providers
and SAR agreements with relevant
nations in place

•

Sufficient staff to run Operations
Room 24/7 year round

•

Maritime NZ has limited connectivity
to NZ Intelligence Community

•

Insufficient staff to undertake full
range of support tasks

•

Reduced response capability

•

Regulatory obligations partially met

Plans and procedures for mass
rescue/large scale events not fully
developed and implemented
Not capable of responding
efficiently and effectively to most
incidents in the NZSRR:

Maritime NZ has a comprehensive
response capability in accordance
with Maritime Emergency Response
Plan

•

All regulatory obligations met

Able to respond to a maritime
emergency response incident,
but lacking coordination
in specific areas:
•

Maritime NZ has limited connectivity
to NZ Emergency Response
Community

•

Overall response capability limited to
some degree

•

Regulatory obligations partially met

Not capable of responding:

•

Insufficient staff to run Operations
Room 24/7 year round

•

Maritime NZ has no connection to
the NZ Intelligence community

•

Inadequate stakeholder engagement
and liaison leads to a failure in
coordination of incidents

•

Ineffective response capability

•

Regulatory obligations not met

•

•

Able to respond to a maritime
security incident, but lacking in
specific areas:

•

•

Maritime NZ fully connected to
the NZ Emergency Response
Community

Regulatory obligations met

Tested plans in place for appropriate
augmentation of SAR capability for
large scale operations
Capable of responding efficiently
and effectively to most SAR
incidents in the NZSRR:

•

Response capability not aligned:

•

Maritime NZ response functions
are siloed, not connected or wellcoordinated

•

Ineffective response capability

•

Regulatory obligations not met

Insufficient funding to sustain
operations and operational support
activity
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Influenced by Maritime NZ

Appendix Two: How our measures tell our
performance story
Measure: Annual rate of
maritime fatalities and serious
harm injuries for each sector
per 100,000 NZ population

System (outcomes)
To show the extent to which NZ’s
maritime system is safe, secure and clean
by monitoring changes at the system
level that depend on complex, dynamic
interactions and factors that Maritime NZ
has only limited or indirect control over.

SAFE

Strategic (goals)
To show the impact of our collective
activities and their contribution to
improvements in safety, security and
cleanliness, over the medium term
by monitoring our strategic impact to
ensure that Maritime NZ’s activities are
directed appropriately and where they
can make most difference over time.
We also monitor aspects of our
collective internal organisational
capability since this also contributes
to our ability to impact on those we
regulate.

Target: Reduce maritime sector
fatalities and serious harm
injuries by 25 per cent by 2021

Impacts

A resultsdriven, resilient
organisation,
working
collaboratively
for success

We have an integrated
information base that
supports quality decisionmaking

We collaborate with
other agencies to share
resources and build
capability that improves
government services

We are a resilient, healthy,
capable organisation, with
people who are valued
and enabled to sustainably
deliver high quality
regulatory, compliance and
response services

Our business processes
drive better service
making use of technology
to minimise regulatory
burden

Regulation that is relevant
and robust
Impacts

Indicators

Our international engagement
ensures global regulation aligns with
New Zealand’s interests

Prioritised contribution at international
meetings and fora, where we can
influence international outcomes to
reflect New Zealand’s interests

Our policy advice ensures maritime
safety, security and marine
environmental protection regulation is
fit-for-purpose

Controlled by Maritime NZ

Operational (outputs)
To continuously improve the quality
of Maritime NZ’s core activities and
functions. Monitoring our operational
delivery performance on a regular
basis is undertaken by tracking our
activities and ‘effort’ (through quantity,
timeliness, quality and cost indicators).
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The transport regulatory programme
is appropriately prioritised to ensure
regulation is fit-for-purpose

Government initiatives are informed
by an awareness of maritime safety,
security and marine environmental
protection interests

Our engagement and policy advice
improves external stakeholders’
understanding of safety, security and
environmental protection interests

We continually assess our performance
to inform and improve regulation
and compliance practice that meets
regulatory stewardship expectations

By applying good regulatory
stewardship, the effectiveness and
efficiency of rules and regulations will
improve over time

Output Class 1: Influencing the policy environment
for the maritime sector
• Development and provision of technical maritime policy advice
• Reviews of the maritime system
• Maritime security and intelligence advice
• Ministerial servicing
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Measure: Annual number
of security incidents
reported in New Zealand
waters

SECURE

Target: No security
incidents are reported in
New Zealand waters

Measure: Annual number of
oil spill incidents reported in
New Zealand waters

CLEAN

Target: Reduce oil spill
incidents by 15 per cent by 2021

Indicators
Internal access, use
and integration of core
information holdings to
support decision making
increases over time

Maritime NZ is regarded as a valued
partner acting proactively and
collaboratively in its cross-agency/sector/
all-of-government participation efforts/
engagements

We compare favourably to
the wider public sector:
• staff engagement
• staff retention

An increasing proportion of sector
stakeholders rate the timeliness and ease
of interactions with Maritime NZ as very
good or excellent
We increasingly make use of technology
and information internally to deliver
services

Risk-focused, responsive compliance
practices that reduce harm in the
maritime system

Response capability that is well
prepared and effectively deployed
to resolve emergency incidents

Impacts

Indicators

Impacts

Indicators

Our compliance strategies and
campaigns support, encourage
and require commercial operators
to take responsibility for the safety
of their maritime operations

A reducing risk profile across
commercial operators and
vessels over time

Our fit-for-purpose integrated
maritime incident response system
provides effective readiness and
response services for national
maritime incidents, minimising social,
environmental and economic harm

The Maritime Incident Response
Team element of Maritime NZ’s
Response Capability Matrix (set
out in Appendix One) is reported
as amber or better with any
remedial action plans in place

We operate an efficient and
effective national search and rescue
coordination service within an
integrated search and rescue system
(jointly with NZSAR Secretariat and
NZ Police) which takes full advantage
of modern technology to save lives

The Search and Rescue element
of Maritime NZ’s Response
Capability Matrix is reported
as amber or better with any
remedial action plans in place

Our national and local recreational
boating campaigns promote a
safety culture that leads to a
positive behavioural change
We identify risk themes within
specific maritime sectors to better
target compliance interventions
Competent capable people are
working in the maritime industry

Safety equipment is
increasingly carried and used
appropriately by recreational
boaties over time
An increasing proportion of
survey respondents report
positive attitudes and changes
in behaviour as a result of
safety messages
A reducing number of reported
incidents within specific
maritime sectors over time
All commercial vessels are
crewed by people holding the
appropriate certification

Output class 2: Maritime safety and marine protection
services
• Information and education
• Entry controls
• Monitoring and investigation of compliance
• Enforcement of compliance
• Distress and safety communication services
• Aids to navigation

We have a comprehensive pollution
preparedness and response service
that minimises the environmental and
economic impact of any oil spill
We have an internationally linked,
intelligence-led security system
that assures protection for all in
New Zealand’s maritime area of
responsibility to manage threats
before they eventuate

The Marine Pollution Response
Service element of Maritime
NZ’s Response Capability Matrix
is reported as amber or better
with any remedial action plans
in place
The Security element of Maritime
NZ’s Response Capability Matrix
is reported as amber or better
with any remedial action plans
in place

Output class 3: Marine Pollution Response Service
• Marine pollution response capability
Output class 4: Search and rescue coordination services
• Coordination of search and rescue operations
• Management of New Zealand’s emergency distress beacon
system
Output class 5: Maritime incident response capability
• Maritime incident response capability
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Disclaimer: While all care and
diligence has been used in extracting,
analysing and compiling this information,
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